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Abstract:  
From ancient times Japanese have been exploiting the image in as many ways as possible and this fact has become 

nowadays a very good method of teaching and studying Japanese. If a student learns Japanese as a (main) 

specialty, there are multiple methods of studying it and finally, the level of knowledge has to be in accordance with 

the academic requests. But if students learn Japanese as a hobby, professors must find additional methods to 

make them understand and like it. In both situations, using Japanese culture elements might be useful. Teaching 

through "images” seems to be one of the methods that may help students make connections and remember 

certain topics. Japanese people used it in Linguistics, Literature, Art and the list is certainly longer. In the 5th 

century, when they took over and transformed the old Chinese characters in kanji, they used images in order to 

understand, transform and learn them better. Therefore, kanji became a means of written communication. My 

work tries to explain the importance of the kanji writing system and the "image” of a kanji, so that the readers that 

do not understand Japanese can become familiar with it (origin, structure, mnemotechnics). 
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Introduction 

The "image” is a defining element in understanding the Japanese language and literature even in the 

21st century. Image, literature and linguistics are in a permanent relation of interdependence and 

contextuality. Through literature, images that we can see or think about can be expressed and 

visualized, and through linguistics, literature can express accurately an image as the author wishes 

his/her readers to see, understand and perceive it. 

From ancient to contemporary times, Japanese people have exploited the image in many different 

possible ways. First, they used the old Chinese characters and transformed them into a means of written 

communication, in the 5th century. Then, they created the origami, the art of paper folding, during the 

Heian Period1- and now widespread in all countries in multicultural exchange programs -, giving rise to a 

multitude of "images" that can represent an overwhelming diversity of elements of the surrounding 

environment. Then, during the 14th century, there appeared the sōshi/zōshi stories, where the image 

not only prevails but is absolutely necessary for understanding the story. Thus, we have to deal with 

three different types of images that may give birth to an equal number of communication means. The 

image always outputs "something" and that "something" always turns into communication, a sine qua 

non element of our existence. Thus, an image of an ikebana flower arrangement or a print on a kimono 

may display moments of seasons. Drawing pictures of comic books – manga – shows what type of 

audience a particular book is addressed to, not to mention the image of Hokusai's Wave 
2
 that gave rise 

                                                        
1Heian Period (795-1185) - classical Japanese art and culture. 
2Katsushika Hokusai (1760 – 1849) was a Japanese ukiyo-e painter. 

*ukiyo-e, "pictures of the floating world", is a genre of paintings, lithographs or Japanese art made of blocks of 

wood, between the 17th and 20th centuries, whose leitmotive is represented by landscapes, historical themes or 

scenes of drama and pleasure. 
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to wonderful feelings that inspired Debussy, or Japanese gardens images, arranged in the karesansui 

style, in which the drawings on sand or the ones made with small stones may suggest the sea or 

wonderful islands. Starting from the Japanese proverb "A simple picture says more than a thousand 

words", I consider that the exploitation of an image may be done at any level and it can lead to all 

possible types of communication, whereas the whole universe and everything related to it represents an 

infinity of images. And any image representing "something” may "talk”, communicate messages, express 

thoughts or feelings. Examples are so many, and therefore, I will summarize the main theme which 

discusses the image as a defining element in the understanding of Japanese characters - kanji. 

 

Discussion 

Regarding Japanese characters - kanji
3
 – the image can be used both for teaching purposes, to 

explain their origin, as well as mnemonically - indicating some methods that can help in memorizing 

them. Kanji are originally Chinese ancient characters appeared more than 3,000 years ago. Initially, they 

represented simple illustrations of objects, natural phenomena or activities of daily life and, in time, 

they have turned into written communication methods, characterized primarily by pictographic and 

ideographic elements. Thus, each character has a meaning of its own. Ancient Chinese characters or 

kanji are classified considering also their origin and structure. 

For example, there are characters – pictograms - derived from forms of concrete objects. Each image 

shows an immediate meaning of the character that derives from it. Therefore, the final graphic 

"product" is based upon and born from a simple "painting" - in this context - "image", and there is a 

striking similarity between the two of them. The determination of the final "product" is indeed a very 

logical one, so it is very easy to understand and remember. 

 

1.    sun/hi  

2 .   moon/tsuki 

3.    tree/ki 

4.    mountain/yama 

5 .   river/kawa 

6.    field/ta 

7.     person/hito 

8 .   mouth/kuchi 

9 .    car/kuruma 

10.  gate/kado 
 

 (Nishiguchi Koichi and Kono Tamaki, Kanji in Context) 

                                                        
3Kanji can be read in two ways. These two types of readings are onyomi and kunyomi, or reading (yomi) on 

(Chinese), and reading (yomi) kun (Japanese). 

The Japanese language did not have written symbols until the introduction of kanji, from China, in the 5th century. 

Then kanji were simplified into phonetic symbols known as hiragana (a syllabary used for words of Japanese origin 

for which there is no kanji) and katakana (a syllabary used to write words of foreign origin already in the current 

language or not, onomatopoeia, or stylistically, instead of kanji and hiragana to put extra emphasis on some 

words). Thus, the Japanese language came to be written in a combination of kanji and kana. The combined writing 

system kanji - kana (a common name for hiragana and katakana) is more effective than the simple one, kana, 

since, when writing in the Japanese language no spaces between words are allowed and inserting kanji among 

kana can facilitate the reader to distinguish all the words. Moreover, when looking at a book, newspaper, or 

magazine, kanji are of great help in understanding the main ideas of a text in a certain context rapidly. The 

accompanying smaller kana written above kanji (called furigana) are sometimes used to indicate the correct 

pronunciation. 
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Simple ideograms or characters are composed of dots, points and lines to express abstract ideas. In 

this case, we can easily realize the significance of the image. The point above the line indicates that 

there is "something" on a certain place in the space, and the point below the line indicates that there is 

"something" under a certain place in the space. 

 

 

 

on/ue  

   

 

under/shita  

 

(Nishiguchi Koichi and Kono Tamaki, Kanji in Context) 

 

Compound ideograms consist of a combination of other characters. The juxtaposition of characters 

creates a different character here, but also here, the meaning of the last one can be easily interpreted 

by logical deduction: 

 木木木木 tree/ki ＋ 木木木木 tree/ki ＝ 林林林林 grove/ hayashi (few trees in a place) 林林林林 grove/hayashi ＋ 木木木木 tree/ki ＝ 森森森森 forest, wood/mori (more trees in a place) 日日日日 sun/hi ＋月月月月 moon/tsuki ＝ 明明明明 bright, light / aka(rui) (both sun and moon are bright and 

they give light) 人人人人→亻亻亻亻 person/ hito + 木木木木 tree/ki = 休 rest/ yasumi (a person that has some rest under the 

shadow of a tree) 

 
A kanji may be composed of two or more elements, and parts of a kanji may appear in various 

combinations of other kanji. Some parts of them, common to several characters, are called radicals 

(bushu). Each radical has a basic meaning. Here we can find the role of the image. The "view" of such a 

radical can indicate precisely the meaning of the word (Nishiguchi 56). 

For instance, the radical for "word" can be found in kanji used for "language", "story", "to talk", "to 

read", "to take notes", "to discuss", "to forgive/excuse". However, they have something in common with 

the radical of "word". 

Another example is the radical "rain" that is used for more words related to rain, or weather, such as 

"thunder", "snow", "frost", "cloud". This kanji is included in the phonetic ideograms category. 
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語語語語 / language 

....................     ................... 

            

 論論論論 / to discuss                                                 記記記記 / to take notes 

 

      読読読読 / to read            許許許許 / to forgive 

 

 

 

...................    .................... 

 

 

                                                                 話話話話 story/ to tell a story /to talk 

 

 

 雲雲雲雲 / cloud 

....................     ................... 

            

 

 雪雪雪雪 / snow                                   霜霜霜霜 / hoarfrost 

    

 

...................    .................... 

 

        

                                                                                    雷雷雷雷 / thunder 

 
Mnemonic methods applied in studying kanji are really very helpful. Many times it is easy to 

remember a kanji if we try to find its logical content, or if we can find some correlations. For example, 

regarding the characters used for "right" and "left", we have the following explanations: "right" 

combines the elements of "hand" and "mouth" - people generally eat with their right hand, and "left" 

combines the elements of "hand" and "carpenter’s ruler" - a carpenter’s ruler is always kept in the left 

hand, so he can use the right one to mark. 

 

Right 右右右右 =ナナナナ hand + mouth  

Left 左左左左 =ナナナナ hand + ruler 

 

It is very interesting to notice that some kanji may have and/or show, besides the obvious graphic 

logic, also some references regarding mythological, historical, religious, social sources, maintaining and 

言言言言 

word 

  雨雨雨雨 

   rain 

inrain 
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preserving the past so far, which is particularly important for the contemporary generation and 

continuous development of its cultural knowledge. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 民民民民 (min, tami) is the kanji for “nation”, “people”. This character was born in the form of an eye 

pricked by a needle. There is the theory that some slaves became blind after their leader pricked their 

eyes with a needle. Those blind people were called min or tami and they were seen as servants of the 

gods. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 福福福福 (fuku, saiwai) is the kanji for “good luck” / “fortune”. 

      It combines the shape of a wine cask - on the right side – and the one of a table - on the left. Thus 

people put on the table some sake and offered it to the gods while praying for happiness. This 

happiness, called fuku is actually a divine help and protection from the gods. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 酒酒酒酒 (shu, sake, saka) is the kanji for “alcohol”. Yū, the Rooster from the Chinese Zodiac, takes the form 

of a bin (recipient) for alcohol and the radical sanzui – that refers to water - is added to it. Therefore, by 
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derivation they give birth to the kanji for “alcohol”. In the times of the Yin Dynasty4, when organizing 

festivals, people used to drink a lot of alcohol and it is said that that is why the dynasty was ruined and 

destroyed. 

 
Conclusions 

The number of characters is overwhelming and the multitude of their interpretations, too. To be able 

to memorize and interpret them, sometimes some little imagination and visual memory are needed, but 

many times, especially in their interpretation, the cultural level of a person may have more influence. 

This difficulty and the multitude of interpretations give an important role to the image that has always 

had a decisive place in the Japanese culture. In ancient times everything may have been guessed, 

supposed or interpreted from images. They were sometimes accompanied by words that added a plus 

of information, but the image was the one that spoke first, gave information and let the imagination of 

the observer decide cognitively what he could really see. 

When we teach Japanese, we really need to find methods that help students remember some 

important topics that are absolutely necessary in order to let them understand the language and make 

them speak into that language. Moreover, in my opinion, these methods should be applied also in 

teaching students that study Japanese as their main specialty in the frame of the Bologna Process, since 

the Japanese language cannot be studied properly during the vocational three years and there are so 

many students that cannot advance to a master’s degree. 

  

                                                        
4The Yin and Shang Dynasty (Shāng Cháo) was the first imperial dynasty of the Chinese Empire leading the region 

in the northeastern part of China, in the Valley of the Yellow River. In accordance with the traditional chronology, 

the Shang Dynasty ruled China between 1766 BC and 1122 BC, and according to the shorter timeline based on the 

Bamboo Annals, between 1556 BC and 1046 BC. 
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